The 25th Anniversary Awards of ATS

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of ATS, the organizing committee this year gives two types of special awards to people who have made significant contribution to ATS. The first type of awards are called “The Most Contribution Author Awards”, to appreciate the contribution of authors who have published the most with ATS. The second type of awards are called “The Most Influential Paper Awards”, to honor the published ATS papers that have been the most influential on VLSI test technology.

These two types of special awards were elected through a rigorous two-stage process. In the first stage, we elected the candidates based on statistics including the total number of papers published in ATS, the citation count over the years, and the citation count per year, etc. In the second stage, a 6-member award committee voted to reach the final decision. It is the great honor of this award committee to announce the following winners:

(1) The Most Contribution Author Awards:

8 Winners (in the alphabetical order of the winners' last name)

- Krishnendu Chakrabarty
- Wu-Tung Cheng
- Hideo Fujiwara
- Kozo Kinoshita
- Xiaowei Li
- Irith Pomeranz
- Sudhakar M. Reddy
- Cheng-Wen Wu

(2) The Most Influential Paper Awards:

3 Winners


The 25th ATS Award Committee

Chair: Shi-Yu Huang (National Tsing Hua University)

Members: Masanori Hashimoto (Osaka University)
          Huawei Li (Chinese Academy of Sciences)
          Zebo Peng (Linköping University)
          Xiaoqing Wen (Kyushu Institute of Technology)
          Qiang Xu (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)
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